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Introduction
The look of tight latex stretched across her ample breasts, the smell of glycerin PVC as she slithers onto
the sheets and caresses you with her perfectly smooth frame. This is fetish wear the way it should be.

Adult Review
PVCAndLatex is a site catering to anyone who loves the look of a woman sheathed in the finest tightly erotic fetish-wear.
This gorgeous models stretch their latex garments over their perfectly toned bodies and pose in the most provocative ways.
Some even go all the way in hardcore action that will have you spewing some molten fetish-wear of your own!
  
  This site itself contains an archive of 25 exclusively original movies with average video quality (352x288)and exceptionally
pretty models. New updates are planned according to the site's owner but no clear update schedule was posted in the
PVCANDLatex members area so that's hard to verify.
  
  The best thing about the site is the picture sets. Over 30 sets of images, each containing plenty of pics and each available in
ultra-high-res 1450x967 formats. These are magazine quality images starring the kind of pretty girls that normally won't pose
for hardcore but PVCAndLatex convinced them of the artistic beauty involved in these fetishwear photo shoots!
  
  Normally a site this small, even with great quality content, would not be worth the price of admission but PVCAndLatex is
part of the AllInclusivePass network, so if you join as a monthly member you get access to all of the other included sites
listed on the right side of this review for free! One price for an entire network of fetish sites is hard to beat.

Porn Summary
If you are looking for a large amount of content with a more general focus then this package probably isn't for you. If
however you have a kinky side that demands fine fetish films then PVCAndLatex along with the network of included sites
provided is well worth considering. Take a look at the tour and see if your dick agrees that these ladies are stunning in their
shiny skintight outfits!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A small fetish site on a larger network. Great content, but less of it than we had hoped for.'
Quality: 88  Updates: 79 Exclusive: 91 Interface: 85
Support: 82 Unique: 87    Taste: 83        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
Spanked And Abused (86) ,CummyPantyhose (86) ,Creamed Feet (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Bondage, Exclusive, Fetish, Hardcore

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.86 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Monthly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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